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Abstract
Service level agreements (SLAs) gain more and more im-
portance in the area of cloud computing. An SLA is a con-
tract between a customer and a cloud service provider (CSP)
in which the CSP guarantees functional and non-functional
quality of service parameters for cloud services. Since CSPs
have to pay for the hardware used as well as penalties for vi-
olating SLAs, they are eager to fulfill these agreements while
at the same time optimizing the utilization of their resources.

In this paper we examine SLA-aware VM scheduling
strategies for cloud data centers. The service level objectives
considered are resource usage and availability. The sample
resources are CPU and RAM. They can be overprovisioned
by the CSPs which is the main leverage to increase their
revenue. The availability of a VM is affected by migrating
it within and between data centers. To get realistic results,
we simulate the effect of the strategies using the Federat-
edCloudSim framework and real-world workload traces of
business-critical VMs.

Our evaluation show that there are considerable differ-
ences between the scheduling strategies in terms of SLA vi-
olations and the number of migrations. From all strategies
considered, the combination of the Minimization of Migra-
tions strategy for VM selection and the Worst Fit strategy for
host selection achieves the best results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors CR-number [subcat-
egory]: third-level

General Terms scheduling, SLAs, cloud computing, sim-
ulation
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Keywords cloud computing, simulation, scheduling, ser-
vice level agreement

1. Introduction
While there is a lot of research on the enforcement of service
level agreements (SLAs) in the context of grid computing
and cloud computing (e.g. [4, 10, 17]), most real-world cloud
service providers (CSPs) offer only few and lightweight
SLAs because it is difficult to measure and enforce them [9].
But SLAs gain importance for commercial CSPs because
many customers demand guarantees and the possibility to
monitor the service execution and the resources assigned to
their virtual machines (VMs).

The EASI-CLOUDS research project1 considers SLA-
aware scheduling and brokering strategies in clouds and
cloud federations and the automatic negotiation of SLAs
between customers and CSPs [13, 21]. As testing in real
world environments is complex and expensive, we have ex-
tended the simulation tool CloudSim [6] for our purposes.
The first implementation of FederatedCloudSim was pre-
sented in [14]. This framework has now been extended so
that it allows for monitoring and enforcing SLAs regarding
VM availability and resources (like CPU and RAM).

In this paper FederatedCloudSim is used to investigate
SLA-aware strategies for VM placement in cloud data cen-
ters. We consider combinations consisting of a strategy for
selecting VMs to migrate and a strategy for selecting the new
hosts. Our results compare these stategies with respect to
SLA violations and the number of VM migrations. In the
simulation we allow migrations of VMs within and in be-
tween data centers of the same CSP which are triggered in
case of (imminent) SLA violations. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first publication on SLA-aware VM schedul-
ing using real world cloud datacenter traces of business crit-
ical machines like database, web and financial application
servers.

1 http://easi-clouds.eu/
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In the remainder of this section we give an overview of
the related work on scheduling strategies and cloud simu-
lation frameworks. In Section 2 we describe the extensions
to the FederatedCloudSim framework used for the experi-
ments. In the experiments we investigate SLAs and schedul-
ing strategies that are explained in Section 3. The experi-
ments are evaluated in Section 4. The paper is concluded in
Section 5 by summarizing the results and outlining future
work.

1.1 Related Work
In this section we will first describe work related to SLAs
and scheduling strategies in the area of cloud computing.
In the second part we will shortly describe alternative cloud
simulation software.

Strategies and Service Level Agreements in Simulations
Since guaranteed service levels gain importance, cloud
SLAs are an active area of research. In [20] Van et al. in-
vestigate the SLA-aware management of virtual resources
in cloud infrastructures. Comuzzi et al. [7] describe an SLA
framework for cloud computing, which was implemented in
their research project SLA@SOI. They focus on the automa-
tion of SLA management and contract making. The research
by Jrad et al. is close to our EASI-CLOUDS project as they
define a scenario in which users ask a cloud broker to find
the most appropriate CSP for the service and SLAs required.
In [11] they use a CloudSim extension their experiments in
which they consider SLA negotiation with a centralized bro-
ker, but no strategies for scheduling VMs in data centers.

Marer et al. [1] present an SLA manager for CSPs that
categorizes VMs using five escalation levels where the level
determines the action performed by the VM scheduler. Their
simulation results show that their rule-based approach en-
sures more SLAs compared to an approach using case-based
reasoning (CBR). In our simulation framework we use a
similar approach, but split the decision process into two
parts. First the SLA manager checks for every SLA whether
it is close to being violated. If so, the local VM scheduler is
informed and decides whether to reschedule the respective
VM or to migrate it to another data center.

Lu et al. [15] describe and implement SLA-aware VM
placement strategies that minimize the number of migra-
tions. In their CloudSim-based simulation they investigate
the trade-off between higher service availability and lower
energy consumption. While migrations decrease the avail-
ability, they can help to consolidate the virtual machines on
few servers so that the remaining ones can be run in energy
saving mode. They use a basic implementation of CloudSim
with a standard resource usage model for simulating VM
workloads. In this paper we present simulation data using an
SLA manager that tries to maintain all SLAs. Furthermore
we use real-world cloud traces to generate more accurate re-
sults.
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Figure 1. Federated cloud scenario

Beloglazov et al. examine different strategies for schedul-
ing VMs in an energy-efficient way [2, 3]. The strategies de-
tect overloaded hosts and select VMs to migrate. They sim-
ulate scenarios using CloudSim and compare the strategies
with respect to energy consumption. In their papers they only
perform data center scheduling and do not consider SLAs.

In this paper we apply some of their algorithms, but inte-
grate an SLA management and a multi data center environ-
ment. We present first results for our multi-level scheduler
that consists of three decision makers [13]. The first schedul-
ing level is responsible for the actual placement of the VMs
in a given data center. The second level decides in which data
center of a given CSP a VM is to be placed. The third level –
which is not yet applied – decides on a cloud federation level
to which federated partner a given VM is to be migrated.

Simulation Software In order to examine grid and cloud
phenomena, researchers rely on simulations because real
world testbeds are complex to configure and very expen-
sive. Since grid computing came in the research focus, a
lot of simulation frameworks have been implemented (e.g.
[5, 6, 12, 16]). Many of the original grid simulators are now
reused and extended for cloud computing, but there are also
completely new simulators for special purposes.

A frequently used, event-driven simulation framework is
CloudSim [6]. It simulates configurable components of a dis-
tributed cloud like data centers, physical and virtual ma-
chines and workloads. As CloudSim is versatile and ex-
tendible, it was often used and extended in cloud research
(e.g. [5]); Devi et al. give a comprehensive overview [8].
CloudSim is also the basis of FederatedCloudSim which
supports the simulation of cloud federations. The idea of
FederatedCloudSim was developed in the research project
EASI-CLOUDS [21]. Its concept was described in [13], a
first description of the implemented framework was given
in [14]. Figure 1 shows a cloud scenario with components
that can be simulated using FederatedCloudSim.
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In the next section we will describe further extensions to
the FederatedCloudSim framework which include the sup-
port of SLA management, VM migration between data cen-
ters, processing of real-world workload traces and event log-
ging.

2. FederatedCloudSim Extensions
Based on the work presented in [14], FederatedCloudSim
was extended with respect to SLAs and the simulation of
real-world workloads. Such workload traces are provided
by a Dutch cloud service provider named Bitbrains [19].
Previously to our work, they have only been statistically ex-
amined [18]. In comparison to grid workload traces which
mostly include scientific applications, these trace logs con-
tain the resource usage of business-critical VMs like database,
web and financial application servers. In order to process the
traces, a new parser and utilization model were implemented
in FederatedCloudSim.

The new version also supports migrations of virtual ma-
chines between data centers. The FederatedDatacenterBroker
(short: DCBroker) can trigger migrations based on its strat-
egy. Migrations can be considered necessary if SLOs are
violated or close to being violated. Such events are detected
by the SLA manager of the CSP which checks all SLOs for
every active VM at regular intervals. The SLO thresholds
and the length of the intervals can be configured in the XML
configuration file. The SLA manager reports every (immi-
nent) SLA breach to the VM scheduler of the respective data
center.

The SLAs implemented are guaranteed resource quotas
and availability or uptime. As example resources we con-
sider CPU and RAM in this paper and allow CSPs to over-
provision these resources. For simplicity, virtual machines
can be created using predefined SLA categories, for exam-
ple bronze, silver and gold. Each category then defines the
amount of requested resources (here, CPU and RAM), the
agreed availability, the limit for the number of migrations
and the cost for VM execution. The gold category, for in-
stance, could require that the VM is never or rarely migrated
and that it is available 99.9% of the time.

If a problem cannot be solved at the data center level,
the local VM scheduler can decide to transfer the VM to a
different data center of the same CSP. For this, it contacts
the FederatedDatacenterBroker. If there is another data
center offering enough resources for the respective VM, then
the VM is transferred to the new data center. Otherwise
the VM is paused until one of the data centers is ready
to schedule the VM again on local resources. Downtimes
like this and other SLA violations are measured and taken
into account in the billing process as possible fines have
to be paid to the customer. VM migrations also impact the
availability because it is necessary to copy at least the RAM
contents. If a VM is migrated to a different data center, the
copy operation usually also includes virtual disks so that the

downtime is increased. The exact downtime lengths can be
configured.

Finally, logging capabilities of the framework were ex-
panded to allow a deeper analysis of the simulation results.

3. SLAs and Strategies
Service Level Agreements In the experiments we consider
the following SLAs:

• Uptime and migrations. We assume that the uptime of an
application running in a VM is reduced by migrations of
this VM. In our simple model migrations within a data
center reduce the uptime by five minutes, migrations in
between data centers by ten minutes. Uptime can also be
affected by crashing machines, but we do not simulate
those yet.

• RAM and CPU. RAM and CPU are often exclusively as-
signed to VMs, but since many VMs only use a fraction
of the RAM / CPU assigned, these resources can also be
overprovisioned by the CSP. If this is done, the scheduler
has to make sure that the system always provides enough
resources to the VMs. RAM and CPU are only exam-
ples; similar SLAs include storage throughput or network
bandwidth.

Scheduling Strategies The current implementation of the
framework includes several scheduling strategies. The strate-
gies that we use in our experiments are combinations of
strategies for selecting the VM or VMs to migrate and the
hosts where they are to be placed. We have implemented
some of the strategies suggested in [3]. For the selection of
the VMs we use:

• Minimization of Migrations (M): Like the other strate-
gies, this one is triggered when at least one of the SLA
thresholds is exceeded. It migrates the least number of
VMs necessary to fall below the threshold(s) and tries to
be as close to the threshold(s) as possible.

• Maximization of Migrations (X): This strategy also mi-
grates VMs, until the value in question is below the
threshold. Yet, it chooses the smallest VMs with respect
to utilization and thus maximizes the number of VMs mi-
grated. The idea is that these VMs can be more easily
placed within in the same data center.

• Highest Potential Growth (H): This strategy chooses the
VMs that have the lowest utlization relative to the allo-
cated resources. The idea is that these VMs have the high-
est potential growth and can therefore cause new thresh-
old violations.

The strategies for the selection of the hosts are:

• Best Fit (B): This strategy finds the host that has the
lowest resource consumption and can provide the VM
with the requested resources while staying below the
RAM and CPU threshold.
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Figure 2. Trace 1: Migrations within data center and RAM
violations caused by strategy combinations; index M (H) in-
dicates that the DCBroker uses Minimization of Migrations
(Highest Potential Growth); outlier HBH (3843, 25966)

• Worst Fit (W): This strategy finds the host that can pro-
vide the VM with the requested resources while being the
closest to the RAM and CPU threshold.

• Least Overprovisioning (O): This strategy makes its de-
cisions based on the requested resources of the VMs.
The overprovisioning factor is defined as the sum of the
requested resources divided by the total amount of re-
sources. Then this strategy chooses the host with the
smallest overprovisioning factor for RAM and CPU re-
sources.

Additionally, there are strategies for the DCBroker which
decides whether to migrate VMs between the data centers.
Here we use the two strategies from [3] again:

• Minimization of Migrations (M-DC): If there is no space
left in the data center, VMs are migrated to other data
centers, and again this strategy chooses as few VMs as
possible to reach values below the threshold(s).

• Highest Potential Growth (H-DC): see above.

The SLA manager also considers load thresholds for every
host. If a given resource (RAM or CPU) is used ≥ 80%
then this host is flagged as potentially in danger. The SLA
manager waits for one more simulation ticks (5 minutes
each) and checks whether the load is still ≥ 80%. If so,
the local scheduler is called to reschedule the VMs of this
host. If the load drops below this threshold, no action is
performed. If the load of a given resource suddenly rises
above 90%, then an immediate reschedule is triggered.

Simulated Systems We use the Bitbrains traces [19] men-
tioned in Section 2 for our simulations. The original data
center configuration of the hosts that the workload was
recorded on is undisclosed; so we used a configuration that
was created in a way that we have enough resources to pro-
vide the VMs with RAM and CPU capacity in average load
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Figure 3. Trace 1: Migrations to other data centers and
RAM violations caused by strategy combinations; outlier
HWH (2110, 326) not displayed

situations. As the resource consumption varies throughout
the trace, we see a lot of migrations in the data center.

The data centers for the traces are configured as follows:
Trace 1: The data center has 33 hosts each equipped with

36 cores @ 2,9 GHz and 32 GB RAM. Hence, in total there
are 1188 cores and 1056 GB RAM. 1250 VMs are run on
these nodes for one month.

Trace 2: The data center has 10 hosts each equipped with
30 cores @ 2926 MHz and 40960 MB RAM. In total they
sum up to: 300 cores and 400 GB RAM. 500 VMs are run
for three months.

In each simulation we use a second data center that has a
lot of spare resources so that all VMs that are transferred to
this data center can be executed. Initially there are no VMs
in the second data center. Our analysis focuses on in the first
data center and regards the second one only as a dump for
VMs migrated out of the first one.

4. Evaluation
For the evaluation of the (combinations of) strategies we
have run simulations with both traces and analyzed the logs
regarding broken SLAs (availability, RAM, CPU) and the
number of migrations within and out of the data center.
Some of the results are plotted in the Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Figure 2 and 4 rank the strategies regarding RAM violations
and migrations within the data center for trace 1 and 2,
respectively. Figure 3 and 5 show the same, but now for
migrations out of the data center.

The first noticeable thing is that there is actually a strat-
egy in Figure 2, namely the combination of Minimization
of Migration and Worst Fit (MW), that is optimal with re-
spect to both, migrations and RAM violations. This appears
odd because one would expect that either RAM violations or
migrations are high because migrations are used to prevent
RAM violations. However, this can be explained by another
metric, namely the number of migrations to other data cen-
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Figure 4. Trace 2: Migrations within data center and RAM
violations caused by strategy combinations; outlier HBM

(658, 10994) not displayed

ters, which is relatively high for MW and all other strategies
in the lower left corner of Figure 2. By migrating VMs to
another data center the overall resource consumption in that
data center decreases so that the remaining VMs can effec-
tively share more local resources which leads to fewer mi-
grations and resource violations. The same can be observed
in Figure 4 and 5.

Comparing the strategies with each other, it sticks out that
there is clear hierarchy of the DCBroker strategies for the
two traces. Minimization of Migrations is almost always bet-
ter than Highest Potential Growth, and – not depicted in the
plots – Maximization of Migrations is embarrassingly worse
than the others. It is not surprising that the number of mi-
grations is higher for the latter because they tend to pick
VMs that are small in size and therefore have to migrate
more of them. The size of the virtual machines is also the
(likely) explanation for the number of RAM violations be-
cause, while the number of VMs migrated to the other data
center is higher, the total size of the VMs is usually lower.
The latter two strategies have therefore less space to arrange
the remaining VMs in the local data center. In this respect
the plots are deceptive because the “bad” strategies actually
utilize more resources than Minimization of Migrations.

As one can see in the figures, the traces differ significantly
in the number of migrations and SLA violations, but this is
mainly caused by the sizes of the systems. Other than that,
there are many similarities in the plots with respect to the
quality of the strategies. Generally, Worst Fit tends to break
less SLAs then Best Fit. The reason is that Worst Fit leaves
the VMs more legroom so that they are less likely to violate
SLAs. This waste of space has no negative consequences be-
cause if VMs do not longer fit, they are simply migrated to
another one. So, we can observe the disadvantage of Worst
Fit in Figure 3 and 5 which show that it usually results in a
higher number of migrations out of the data center. The strat-
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Figure 5. Trace 2: Migrations to other data centers and
RAM violations caused by strategy combinations

egy Least Overprovisioning, which focuses on the resources
requested rather than the resources currently used, performs
badly for the two traces. It is designed on the assumption
that requested resources are also eventually used, but in real
clouds this might not be the case due to predetermined VM
size categories or simply inaccurate estimations.

The same argument can be applied for VM selection
where Highest Potential Growth is usually (much) worse
than Minimization of Migrations. Here again, the potential
growth rarely happens, and it is better to use a strategy which
considers the current state of the VM.

For lack of space we cannot display all results. We picked
migrations and RAM violations instead of availability and
CPU violations, but the outcomes are very similar. The
number of migrations and availability are closely connected
where the former is a little bit more precise than the latter.
Migrations because of CPU violations are included in the
plots; we could have shown them instead of RAM violations
or the sum of the two and got essentially the same plots.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented different strategies for SLA-
based scheduling in cloud data centers. The stategies were
simulated using the FederatedCloudSim framework which
has been extended to allow for SLA management and mon-
itoring, simulation of real-world cloud traces and resource
overprovisioning. We compared the strategies with regard to
the number of migrations and the number of CPU and RAM
violations. In our simulations, the combination of Minimiza-
tion of Migrations for VM selection and Worst Fit for host
selection shows the best results regarding SLA breaches. In
some respect, this is specific to our scenario in which we
allow migrations to another data center so that strategies
might actually benefit from wasting space. Yet, the analy-
sis also shows that strategies which concentrate on the cur-
rent state and resource usage generally perform better than
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strategies that prepare for the potential usage. We conclude
that there is a lot of low fluctuation of the resource usage
in real-world data centers, but VMs are nevertheless often
overdimensioned so that they never use all the requested re-
sources. For this reason, overprovisioning is feasible if, at
the same time, the actual usage is monitored and if in case of
imminent SLA violations VMs are rescheduled sooner rather
than later.

In the future, FederatedCloudSim will be extended by
adding more scheduling strategies for migrating VMs within
and in between data centers. Our main goal, however, is to
add another level of scheduling / brokering and to analyze
strategies in cloud federations. In the simulation, federated
cloud service providers will be able to conclude SLAs with
each other and offer services to their partners. For the anal-
ysis, we will also add a fine-grained and configurable cost
model so that one can investigate the impact of strategies on
the CSP’s revenue.
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